
Abstract 

Democratic political system which has been widely accepted in the second half 
of the 20th century all over the world has played the best role in respecting and 
guaranteeing individuals’ equal and liberal lifestyle so far, though it might not be the 
most perfect. Though the view of political culture, we acknowledge that in the 
establishment and development of democratic politics, whether the ordinary people 
have democratic spirits usually has more crucial effects than whether the political 
regimes and norms are flawless. Therefore in this research, the writer defines 
‘democracy’ as ‘a lifestyle’ and tries to discuss the possible effect of democratic 
lifestyle through people’s awareness and understanding of democratic connotation and 
their daily behavior reflecting their values. 

In the Chinese society on the Eastern Asia continent, both the Mainland China 
and Taiwan approve the democratic value and move toward the democracy. But they 
chose different ways, either the developing stages. Taiwan has successfully changed 
from the authoritarian system to democratic politics while the Mainland China has 
been performing the China Style Socialist Democracy Construction in the motivation 
of the market-oriented Reformation. Can the democratic transition create a peacefully 
conversational opportunity? It’s worth paying attention. 

The youth of both sides are living in the different educational environment, but 
the Information Age provides them an international stage more and more similar. By 
the wash of democratic wave, what democratic connotation they have learned will 
make a big impact on the cross-straight relationship in the future. So this research 
concerns on the undergraduates’ political study contents, the differences between their 
democratic connotation, their political participation wills and the probably effects of 
socialization media on their democratic conscious and political participation wills. 

After comparing the political study contents in high school by content analysis 
method, it is found that the educational cores of both sides are political knowledge 
and political policy, but they have distinct essences in who the political community 
identifies, where the political knowledge comes, what the political policy means, and 
the most different, how the democratic value is explained. The political textbook of 
the Mainland China enhances the ideology more often than Taiwan. 

Meanwhile, in this research the scaling method was adopted to execute the 
experience survey. With the purpose-sampling method, more than 1100 students of 
National Cheng Chi University, National Cheng Kung University and Soochow 



University in Taiwan and Peking University, Renmin University and Sun Yet-san 
University in the Mainland China are chosen. Through the tough statistic analysis and 
demonstration, the hypotheses of this research have been large partly proved. 

  According to the research founds, in both sides the factors which effect the 
undergraduates’ democratic conscious and political participation wills are different. 
This survey also tells us that the undergraduates in both sides has a lot in common 
although have been politically and economically separated for more than 50 years. 
They both feel very positive towards democracy, further more, the Mainland China 
undergraduates are more eager to democracy than Taiwan undergraduates who are 
living the liberal atmosphere. The author believes that this common opinion 
constructs the talk bridge between the Straights. In the future, these political and 
social elites will develop a new peaceful path to change the present vague relationship 
between both sides through the democratic way.   
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